
PROGRAM NOTE

There are as many histories of lower Manhattan as there are buildings that 
have risen or fallen there, relationships that have started or ended there, and 
people who have lived or died there. For the past 250 years, the spire of St. Paul’s 
Chapel has cast its shadow over these countless stories. Spire and Shadow explores 
the way one small corner of one small island can tell larger stories about our 
country, our history, and our lives.

The piece opens with a low E-flat, followed by a rising flourish and a cascade 
of falling chords. These musical ideas are central to the material that follows, 
which refracts and reframes them in new emotional and historical landscapes. In 
this first part, we travel through time from Trinity Yard back to the founding of a 
British colony in the New World, and to the triumphant founding of a church.

In the second part, we explore the Revolutionary War through Nathan Hale, 
an American soldier who was captured while spying on the British in New York 
City, and whose statue stands mere blocks from Trinity Church.

In the third part, we hear of a pure, unspoiled New York landscape, an 
exhausted, disgusted New York laborer, and a hustling, bustling mob of people 
walking the streets of Broadway.

In the fourth part, we view New York’s role in the Civil War, and in the 
country-building that took place in its aftermath.

In the fifth part, we imagine the purity of an empty Broadway occupied only 
by two lovers, we hear about the horrors of New York’s child labor market, and 
we view the procession souls along Broadway.

In the sixth part, hell opens and great buildings fall to the earth. From the 
horrified silence that follows, new hope, new purpose, and new humanity arise.

In the end, we are left again with a lone E-flat, ringing with all the ambiguity 
of a great city, as it reminds us of the burdens of the past, the challenges of the 
present, and the promises of the future.



Part I. 

1. Trinity Place
from Smoke and Steel (1922) by Carl Sandburg (1878-1967)

The grave of Alexander Hamilton is in Trinity yard at the end of Wall Street. 
  
The grave of Robert Fulton likewise is in Trinity yard where Wall Street stops. 
  
And in this yard stenogs, bundle boys, scrubwomen, sit on the tombstones, and walk on the grass of graves, 
speaking of war and weather, of babies, wages and love. 
  
An iron picket fence … and streaming thousands along Broadway sidewalks … straw hats, faces, legs … a 
singing, talking, hustling river … down the great street that ends with a Sea. 
  
… easy is the sleep of Alexander Hamilton.
… easy is the sleep of Robert Fulton.
… easy are the great governments and the great steamboats.

2. To the Voyage
originally “To The Virginian Voyage,” by Michael Drayton (1563-1631)  

from A Library of American Literature (1891), ed. Stedman and Hutchinson

You brave heroic minds, 
Worthy your country’s name, 
  That honour still pursue, 
Whilst loit’ring hinds 
Lurk here at home, with shame,       
  Go, and subdue.
 
Britons, you stay too long, 
Quickly aboard bestow you, 
  And with a merry gale 
  Swell your stretch’d sail,     
With vows as strong 
As the winds that blow you. 
 
Your course securely steer, 
West and by south forth keep, 
  Rocks, lee-shores, nor shoals,
  When Eolus scowls, 
You need not fear, 
So absolute the deep. 

 
And cheerfully at sea 
Success you still entice,       
  To get the pearl and gold, 
  And ours to hold 
New England, 
Earth’s only paradise. 
 
Where nature hath in store       
Fowl, venison, and fish, 
  And the fruitful’st soil, 
  Without your toil, 
Three harvests more, 
All greater than your wish.       
 
The ambitious vine 
Crowns with his purple mass 
  The cedar reaching high 
  To kiss the sky, 
The cypress, pine,       
And useful sassafras.



When as the luscious smell 
Of that delicious land, 
  Above the seas that flows, 
  The clear wind throws,       
Your hearts to swell 
Approaching the dear strand, 
 
In kenning of the shore 
(Thanks to God first given) 
  O you the happy’st men,       
  Be frolic then, 
Let cannons roar, 
Frighting the wide heaven. 
 

And in regions far 
Such heroes bring ye forth       
  As those from whom we came, 
  And plant our name 
Under that star 
Not known unto our north. 
 
And as there plenty grows      
Of laurel every where, 
  Apollo’s sacred tree, 
  You it may see, 
A poet’s brows 
To crown, that may sing there.

3. Hymn for the Dedication of a Church
by Andrews Norton (1786-1853), published in An American Anthology, 1787–1900 (1900),  

ed. Edmund Clarence Stedman (1833–1908)
 

WHERE ancient forests round us spread, 
  Where bends the cataract’s ocean-fall, 
On the lone mountain’s silent head, 
  There are thy temples, God of all! 
 
Beneath the dark-blue, midnight arch, 
  Whence myriad suns pour down their rays, 
Where planets trace their ceaseless march, 
  Father! we worship as we gaze. 
 
All space is holy; for all space 
  Is filled by thee; but human thought 
Burns clearer in some chosen place,       
  Where thy own words of love are taught. 
 
Here be they taught; and may we know 
  That faith thy servants knew of old; 
Which onward bears through weal and woe, 
  Till Death the gates of heaven unfold!  
 
Nor we alone; may those whose brow 
  Shows yet no trace of human cares, 
Hereafter stand where we do now, 
  And raise to thee still holier prayers!



Part II. 

4. Nathan Hale
by Francis Miles Finch (1827–1907), published in Every Day in the Year (1902), eds. James and Mary Ford

To drum-beat and heart-beat, 
  A soldier marches by; 
There is color in his cheek, 
  There is courage in his eye, 
Yet to drum-beat and heart-beat
  In a moment he must die. 
 
By starlight and moonlight, 
  He seeks the Briton’s camp; 
He hears the rustling flag, 
  And the armed sentry’s tramp;     
And the starlight and moonlight 
  His silent wanderings lamp. 
 
With slow tread and still tread, 
  He scans the tented line; 
And he counts the battery guns,       
  By the gaunt and shadowy pine; 
And his slow tread and still tread 
  Gives no warning sign. 
 
The dark wave, the plumed wave, 
  It meets his eager glance;      
And it sparkles ’neath the stars, 
  Like the glimmer of a lance— 
A dark wave, a plumed wave, 
  On an emerald expanse. 
 
A sharp clang, a still clang,       
  And terror in the sound! 
For the sentry, falcon-eyed, 
  In the camp a spy hath found; 
With a sharp clang, a steel clang, 
  The patriot is bound.       
 
With calm brow, steady brow, 
  He listens to his doom; 
In his look there is no fear, 
  Nor a shadow-trace of gloom; 
But with calm brow and steady brow       
  He robes him for the tomb. 
 

In the long night, the still night, 
  He kneels upon the sod; 
And the brutal guards withhold 
  E’en the solemn word of God!       
In the long night, the still night, 
  He walks where Christ hath trod. 
 
’Neath the blue morn, the sunny morn,
  He dies upon the tree;
And he mourns that he can lose      
  But one life for liberty;
And in the blue morn, the sunny morn,
  His spent wings are free.
 



5. Wall Street Sauna
by Tim Dlugos (1950-1990), published in A Fast Life: the Collected Poems of Tim Dlugos (2011), ed. David Trinidad, 

copyright © 2011 by the Estate of Tim Dlugos. Reprinted by permission of the Estate of Tim Dlugos.

“Isn’t your name Dag?” I ask the beauty
“Walter,” he replies, agrees we’ve met before,
Though he didn’t let on when he let me
Chase him through this sweaty maze an hour or more

Ending up in talk, not action
Where fat brokers who have never seen a gym
Stumble through the penthouse of a narrow tower
Narrow as his waist, wait for the likes of him

To emerge from steam, emerge from darkness
I emerge into the street, and walk uptown
To the park where Walter’s presence
Stays with me until I gulp a Pepsi down

Loll beneath th’ explicit basket
Of the statue that makes Nathan Hale too pretty
Hanged first day of autumn, as a rebel spy
When he was discovered in this very city

Wonder if the chill of the morning
Cooled the air enough for him to see his breath
Hanging like the clouds in steamrooms
Sign of young life as he walked to meet his death

Part III. 

6. New York Harbor on a Calm Day
by Park Benjamin (1809–1864), published in Poems of Places: An Anthology in 31 Volumes. America: Vols. XXV–XXIX 

(1876-79), ed. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
 
IS this a painting? Are those pictured clouds 
Which on the sky so movelessly repose? 
Has some rare artist fashioned forth the shrouds 
Of yonder vessel? Are these imaged shows 
Of outline, figure, form, or is there life— 
Life with a thousand pulses—in the scene 
We gaze upon? Those towering banks between, 
E’er tossed these billows in tumultuous strife? 
[Billows!] there ’s not a wave! the waters spread 
One broad, unbroken mirror; all around
Is hushed to silence,—silence so profound, 
That a bird’s carol, or an arrow sped 
Into the distance, would, like larum bell, 
Jar the deep stillness and dissolve the spell.



7. The Tired Worker
by Claude McKay (1890–1948), published in The Book of American Negro Poetry (1922), ed. James Weldon Johnson 

(1871–1938)

O whisper, O my soul!—the afternoon 
Is waning into evening—whisper soft! 
Peace, O my rebel heart! for soon the moon 
From out its misty veil will swing aloft! 
Be patient, weary body, soon the night
Will wrap thee gently in her sable sheet, 
And with a leaden sigh thou wilt invite 
To rest thy tired hands and aching feet. 
The wretched day was theirs, the night is mine; 
Come, tender sleep, and fold me to thy breast.
But what steals out the gray clouds red like wine? 
O dawn! O dreaded dawn! O let me rest! 
Weary my veins, my brain, my life,—have pity! 
No! Once again the hard, the ugly city.

8. Broadway (The Queen of Streets)
originally “Broadway,” by William Allen Butler (1825–1902), published in Poems of Places: An Anthology in 31 

Volumes. America: Vols. XXV–XXIX (1876-79), ed. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
 
ON this day of brightest dawning, 
Underneath each spreading awning, 
  Sheltered from the sun’s fierce ray, 
Come, and let us saunter gayly 
With the crowd whose footsteps, daily,
  Wear the sidewalks of Broadway. 
 
Leave the proof-sheets and the printer 
Till the duller days of winter, 
  Till some dark December day; 
Better than your lucubrations 
Are the vivid inspirations
  You can gather in Broadway! 
 
Tell me not, in half-derision, 
Of your Boulevards Parisian, 
  With their brilliant broad pavés,
Still for us the best is nearest, 
And the last love is the dearest, 
  And the Queen of Streets—Broadway! 
 
All the fairer, that so fleeting
Is the momentary meeting,
  That our footsteps may not stay; 
While, each passing form replacing, 
Swift the waves of life are chasing 
  Down the channels of Broadway!

 
Motley as the masqueraders 
Are the jostling promenaders,
  In their varied, strange display; 
Here an instant, only, blending, 
Whither are their footsteps tending
  As they hasten through Broadway? 
 
Some to garrets and to cellars, 
Crowded with unhappy dwellers; 
  Some to mansions, rich and gay, 
Where the evening’s mirth and pleasure
Shall be fuller, in their measure, 
  Than the turmoil of Broadway! 
 
Yet were once our mortal vision 
Blest with quicker intuition, 
  We should shudder with dismay
To behold what shapes are haunting 
Some, who seem most gayly flaunting 
  On the sidewalks of Broadway! 
 
For, beside the beggar cheerless, 
And the maiden gay and fearless,
  And the old man worn and gray, 
Swift and viewless, waiting never, 
Still the Fates are gliding ever, 
  Stern and silent, through Broadway! 



Part IV. 

9. Drum-Taps
from Leaves of Grass (1900) by Walt Whitman (1819-1892)

First, O songs, for a prelude,  
Lightly strike on the stretch’d tympanum, pride and joy in my city,  
How she led the rest to arms—how she gave the cue,  
How at once with lithe limbs, unwaiting a moment, she sprang;  
(O superb! O Manhattan, my own, my peerless!
[O strongest you in the hour of danger, in crisis! O truer than steel!) ]
How you sprang! how you threw off the costumes of peace with indifferent hand;  
How your soft opera-music changed, and the drum and fife were heard in their stead;  
How you led to the war, [ (that shall serve for our prelude, songs of soldiers,) ] 
How Manhattan drum-taps led.

11. As I Walk These Broad, Majestic Days of Peace
from Leaves of Grass (1900) by Walt Whitman (1819-1892)

AS I walk these broad, majestic days of peace,  
(For the war, the struggle of blood finish’d, wherein, O terrific Ideal!  
Against vast odds, having gloriously won,  
Now thou stridest on
[...
—As I walk solitary, unattended,  
Around me I hear that eclat of the world—politics, produce,  
The announcements of recognized things—science,  
The approved growth of cities, and the spread of inventions.
  
I see the ships, (they will last a few years,)  
The vast factories, with their foremen and workmen,  
And hear the indorsement of all, and do not object to it.  
  
But I too announce solid things;  
[...]  
What else is so real as mine?  
Libertad, and the divine average—Freedom to every slave on the face of the earth,
The rapt promises and luminé of seers—the spiritual world—these centuries lasting songs,  
And our visions, the visions of poets, the most solid announcements of any.  
  
For we support all, fuse all,  
After the rest is done and gone, we remain;  
There is no final reliance but upon us; 
Democracy rests finally upon us (I, my brethren, begin it,)  
And our visions sweep through eternity.



Part V. 

12. Broadway (The Quiet Hour)
originally “Broadway,” by Sara Teasdale (1884-1933), published in Rivers to the Sea (1917)

This is the quiet hour; the theaters
Have gathered in their crowds, and steadily
The million lights blaze on for few to see,
Robbing the sky of stars that should be hers.
A woman waits with bag and shabby furs,
A somber man drifts by, and only we
Pass up the street unwearied, warm and free,
For over us the olden magic stirs.

Beneath the liquid splendor of the lights
We live a little ere the charm is spent;
This night is ours, of all the golden nights,
The pavement an enchanted palace floor,
And Youth the player on the viol, who sent
A strain of music through an open door.

13. A Spinning Song
originally “A New Spinning Song,” from Factories (1917) by Margaret Widdemer (1884-1978)

The fillet needs another pearl, the hand another ring, 
(Turn, wheels, turn, dusk in the red young sun!) 
What are little hearts that beat and little lips that sing? 
(Turn, wheels, turn, whirl till our whim is won!) 
Flesh and blood and dusky eyes, childish heart and gay, 
These shall turn our wheels for us and wither through the day—
(Turn, wheels, turn, dusk in the red young sun!) 

The pinnace needs a swifter sail, the fortress needs a tower, 
(Turn, wheels, turn, bleak in the sultry noon!) 
What if all the woods are green and all the fields in flower?
(Turn, wheels, turn, stilling the youth-time soon!) 
Children’s strength and children’s lives are fuel that we burn. 
More shall come when these are gone to make our great wheels turn—
(Turn, wheels, turn, bleak in the sultry noon!)

Leisure-time and mirth are dear, flesh and blood are cheap, 
(Turn, wheels, turn, black in the hopeless night!)
What if children break or die the morns we smile in sleep? 
(Turn, wheels, turn, over the hearts once light!) 
Spinning flesh to gold for us, spinning life for bread, 
Spinning hope and strength and breath along the endless thread—
(Turn, wheels, turn, black in the hopeless night!) 



14. Broadway (These Bright Nameless Faces)
originally “Broadway,” by Hermann Hagedorn (1882-1964),  

published in The New Poetry: An Anthology, ed. Harriet Monroe (1917)
 

How like the stars are these bright, nameless faces— 
  These far innumerable burning coals! 
This pale procession out of stellar spaces, 
  This Milky Way of souls! 
Each in its own white nebulæ enfurled,
Each face, dear God, a world! 
 
I fling my gaze out through the silent night: 
  In those far stars, what gardens, what high halls, 
Has mortal yearning built for its delight, 
  What chasms and what walls?
What quiet mansions where a soul may dwell? 
What heaven and what hell?

Part VI. 

15. Dust - A Survival Kit, Fall 2001
by Hettie Jones (b. 1934), copyright ©2001 by Hettie Jones. Reprinted by permission of the author.

9/25

Two weeks breathing the dead
each breath marking each
stunning absence
ourselves as
coffin, winding sheet, urn
worm
but oh, of what is God made?

10/9

We lived among blossoming words
until some of them exploded, like one
human exploding another
say human again
try to feel the word
on your lips

10/23

The dead have dispersed
It has rained on them twice
they have drifted to sea
ascended in mist
Breathe them once again //
and begin



16. Silence
by Edgar Lee Masters (1868-1950), published in Modern American Poetry (1919), ed. Louis Untermeyer (1885-1977) 

I have known the silence of the stars and of the sea,
And the silence of the city when it pauses,
And the silence of a man and a maid,  
And the silence for which music alone finds the word,
And the silence of the woods before the winds of spring begin,
And the silence of the sick  
When their eyes roam about the room.  
And I ask: For the depths  
Of what use is language?  
[...]
And we are voiceless in the presence of realities—  
We cannot speak.  
  
A curious boy asks an old soldier
Sitting in front of the grocery store,
“How did you lose your leg?”
And the old soldier is struck with silence,  
Or his mind flies away  
Because he cannot concentrate it on Gettysburg.  
It comes back jocosely
And he says, “A bear bit it off.”  
And the boy wonders, while the old soldier  
[...] lives over  
The flashes of guns, the thunder of cannon,  
The shrieks of the slain,
And himself lying on the ground,  
And the hospital surgeons, the knives,  
And the long days in bed.  
But if he could describe it all  
He would be an artist.
But if he were an artist there would he deeper wounds  
Which he could not describe.  
  
There is the silence of a great hatred,  
And the silence of a great love,  
[...]
There is the silence of defeat.  
[...]  
And there is the silence of the dead.  
[...]
Why do you marvel that the dead  
Do not tell you of death?  
Their silence shall be interpreted  
As we approach them.



17. Hymn of the City
by William Cullen Bryant (1794–1878), published in Poems of Places: An Anthology in 31 Volumes. America: Vols. 

XXV–XXIX (1876-79), ed. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
 

        Not in the solitude 
Alone may we commune with heaven, or see 
        Only in darkest wood 
And sunny vale, the present Deity; 
        Or only hear God’s voice
Where the winds whisper and the waves rejoice. 
 
        Even here do I behold 
Thy steps, Almighty!—here, amidst the crowd, 
        Through the great city rolled, 
With everlasting murmur deep and loud,—
        Choking the ways that wind 
’Mongst the proud piles, the work of human kind. 
  
        Thy spirit is around, 
Quickening the restless mass that sweeps along;
        And this eternal sound,— 
Voices and footfalls of the numberless throng,—
        Like the resounding sea, 
Or like the rainy tempest, speaks of thee.
 
        And when the hours of rest
Come, like a calm upon the mid-sea brine, 
        Hushing its billowy breast,—
The quiet of that moment too is thine; 
        It breathes of Him who keeps
The vast and helpless city while it sleeps.


